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Abstract. Secure boot, although known for more than 20 years, fre-
quent attacks from hackers shows numerous ways to bypass the secu-
rity mechanism, including ECUs of the automotive industry. This pa-
per investigates the major causes for security weaknesses of secure boot
implementations. Based on penetration test experiences, we start from
an attacker perspective to identify and outline common implementation
weaknesses. Then, from a Tier-One perspective, we analyze challenges in
the research and development process of ECUs between OEMs and sup-
pliers which amplify the probability of such weakness. The paper provides
recommendations to increase the understanding of implementing secure
boot securely on both sides and derives a set of reference requirements
as starting point for secure boot ECU requirements.
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1 Introduction

Modern vehicles already embed up to 100 electronic control units (ECUs) to
provide functionality services to increase the safety, comfort and efficiency by
leveraging software which controls the electrical systems. The arising threat of
adversarial attacks against vehicles demands secure automotive embedded sys-
tems to preserve their reliability. One basic security control of embedded sys-
tems to preserve integrity and authenticity during the boot process is secure
boot. The goal of secure boot is to only execute authenticated software to main-
tain the functionality service of anECU. By combining modern cryptographic
algorithms with hardware, secure boot can ensure that only valid software is
executed on a target system e.g., an ECU [3,13]. The concept of secure boot
was first introduced in 1997 [1]. However, attackers frequently demonstrate that
they can successfully bypass secure boot implementations of today’s computer
systems—classic and embedded systems [8,11]. Especially the automotive do-
main, which started deploying this countermeasure in large-scale in their ECUs
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only a few years ago, is facing issues with implementing secure boot securely.
This paper aims to analyze secure boot implementation weaknesses on automo-
tive ECUs and the main reasons that enabled them. We combine our experience
in penetration testing with project experience as a Tier-One supplier to create
a feedback loop and provide a better understanding of the challenges from a
Tier-One perspective in this topic. The outcome of this paper is a set of ref-
erence high-level requirements that original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
can leverage as base to increase the security of secure boot implementations in
future vehicle generations.

First, this paper introduces secure boot basics and establishes a common
terminology in section 2. From the attacker perspective in the penetration tests,
section 3 analyzes and groups weaknesses in secure boot implementations of
ECUs. Each identified weakness is linked to the derived reference requirement.
In section 4 we consider the realization of secure boot from a Tier-One perspec-
tive on real world examples. Besides the technical challenges, we outline major
challenges on communicational and conceptional level between OEMs and sup-
pliers, which led to a improper and insecure realizations of secure boot schemes.
The conclusions of this section are linked to the reference requirements, too. Sec-
tion 5 contains the collected set of proposals for reference requirements for secure
boot implementations. We conclude the topic and give an outlook in section 6.

2 Background

2.1 Definition

This section provides a definition of the meaning of ‘secure boot’in this paper
and its building blocks to have a common terminology:

Authentic boot: Checks the integrity and authenticity of software components
during the boot process and stores the result. In case, a modification is detected,
authentic boot does not employ active countermeasures to intervene into the
boot process. Instead, the measured log is often used to attest towards a third
party that the system is in a secure authentic state [21,2,13].

Secure Boot: Like authentic boot, secure boot checks the integrity and authen-
ticity of software components during the boot process. However, when the secure
boot workflow detects a modification of a software component, it performs active
countermeasures, e.g. aborting of the boot process, disabling functionalities or
preventing the access to cryptographic secrets. Secure boot carries all required
functionality to assess the integrity and authenticity of a software component
and to execute the countermeasures. Thus, secure boot does not require a third
party to assess the system state [2,3,7,9].

Authentication of software: In the scope of this document we define authentica-
tion of software as the procedure of measuring and verifying the software using
secure boot. There, measuring describes the step of computing a comparison
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value based on the actual data of the software in memory at the target device.
In the verification step, this comparison value is compared against a reference
value from the chosen software integrity scheme. If the verification is successful,
the software is attributed as authenticated, otherwise we denote it as authen-
tication failure. Usually such failure is due to a malicious threat actor activity
or using a wrong set of keys (intentionally or not). Controls aimed at preventing
such malicious activities are referenced as countermeasures throughout the
document.

Validation Error: As vehicles get on the road and throughout their lifecycle,
various types of errors might occur. Those are usually mechanical or electronic
failures which trigger a warranty event or similar. The most common type of
error to our context is an input/output (IO) error while reading from flash or a
blown fuse is a specific protected component. Controls aimed at circumventing
such events will be referenced as Error Handling.

2.2 Root of Trust

Secure boot is essentially linked to the concept of trust as fundamental basis. The
goal is to ensure the integrity and authenticity of software components during the
boot process and, thus establishing trust in these components that they have not
been modified or spoofed by an attacker. The question is how to ensure that the
component which executes the authentication has not been manipulated itself
and, thus, its authentications are compromised, too. The Trusted Computing
Group (TCG) defines the root of trust (RoT) as components that has to be
trusted, since a manipulation of these components can not be recognized during
the secure boot process. Thus, the RoT needs hardware support to withstand
manipulations and become trustworthy. We will introduce the concept of RoT
based on defined TCG definitions and map them to terminology used in the
automotive domain and used in this paper. In the automotive domain, trust
anchor is a synonym for RoT. A RoT can comprise the subsequent components
to detect violations of the software integrity of boot components [21,13]:

– the RoT for measurement (RTM) performs the authentication of software by
measuring the software integrity and verifying the authenticity [21,12,17]. In
the context of this paper, the RoT for measurement for secure boot is referred
as secure boot authentication code.

– the root of trust for storage (RTS) provides a storage medium which pro-
tects the security goal of integrity for its stored content and ensures that
only authorized parties can access the content. Depending on the chosen
software integrity scheme, the RTS stores either the reference value or the
cryptographic key of the authentication mechanism. For the latter case, the
storage may need to preserve the confidentiality of the cryptographic key,
too [21,23].In the automotive domain, the generic term secure storage is
often used to describe the attributes of a RTS in the context of secure boot.
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– the root of trust for reporting (RTR) is used to report the measured state of
authentic boot to a local or remote verifier [21]. For secure boot in the context
of this paper, we define the employing of possible active countermeasures,
in case a manipulation is detected, as part of RTR.

In some setup, the RoT is not the initial code executed after the system start. In
this case, the RoT is started by an immutable hardware protected portion
of code, which the TCG denotes as root of trust for measurement (CRTM).
Ideally, the CRTM is implemented as part of the RoT [21].

Chain of Trust: The RoT as boot stage BS0 can be used to build a chain of trust
and gain trust in a boot stage BSi. If BS0 authenticates the next boot stage BS1

e.g., the bootloader of an ECU, trust in the integrity and authenticity of BS1

can be established. In order to trust BSi, the previous boot stage BSi−1 must be
trusted. Each trusted boot stage BSi authenticates the next boot stage BSi+1

to gather trust that BSi+1 fulfills certain properties, before passing control to
it [12,1]. For secure boot, each boot stage may implement an own secure boot
authentication code, which may use different software integrity schemes.

2.3 Software Integrity Schemes

There are three general schemes, which rely on different cryptographic algorithms
to check the integrity and authenticity of software components during the secure
boot workflow. Secure boot can implement different schemes for the various
boot stages of one target ECU. This section provides a short overview of these
schemes, their characteristic and their requirement for secure storage of secure
boot in the ECU.

Signature based authentication scheme Asymmetric signature algorithm
like RSA, DSA, ECC consist of a private-public keypair. While only the owner of
the secret private key can generate signatures, the corresponding public key can
verify that the signature was generated with this private key. In a trustworthy
environment e.g., the backend, the signature for secure boot is generated over
the hash of the software component image. The public key and the signature
are deployed to the ECU. In the measurement step on the ECU, secure boot
computes the hash value of the software component. In the verification step,
secure boot verifies the signature with the public key and compares the resulting
hash against the measured hash value [14,1,16,25].

RQSS 1: Secure storage of secure boot shall store the public key/ hash of the
public key tamper protected, e.g. one-Time-Programmable Memory (OTP).

Hash based authentication scheme Hash-based authentication does not re-
quire cryptographic secrets and instead relies on the security of the one-way
function of the hash algorithm like SHA2, SHA3. The hash value of the software
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component is stored as integrity token in the ECU, as reference. In the mea-
surement step on the ECU, secure boot computes the hash value of the software
component. In the verification step, secure boot compares the computed hash
value against the integrity token. If a unique device ID is included in the hash
computation, the secure boot authentication is ECU specific [13,16,15].

RQSS 2: Secure storage of secure boot shall store the reference hash token tam-
per protected, e.g. OTP.

MAC based authentication scheme message authentication code (MAC)
can ensure the integrity and authenticity of a software component using a sym-
metric secret key to compute an authenticator token. The scheme can be either
realized using a hash algorithm, as hash-based MAC (HMAC) or using a cipher
block algorithm, as cipher-based MAC (CMAC). Due to the symmetric cryp-
tographic algorithms, the MAC generation and the verification use the same
secret key. The MAC generation of a component can either be done during the
production or on the device itself when it is in an authentic state. This reference
token can be stored along with the component image in the flash.In the measure-
ment step on the ECU, secure boot computes the MAC token of the software
component and the verification step compares the computed token against the
reference token [9,16,19] .

RQSS 3: Secure storage of secure boot shall store the symmetric MAC key
confidential and tamper protected.

2.4 Execution Modes

The ECU depending requirements and runtime constraints demand different
execution modes for realizing secure boot. The sequential mode and concurrent
mode finalize the authentication of the next boot stage before passing control to
the next boot stage (cf. [RQ 13]). While executing the current boot stage, the
concurrent mode, which requires at least two independent processing units, can
already authenticate the next boot stage. The parallel mode already can execute
code of the next boot stage although the authentication has not finished, yet.
Thus, the parallel mode is mainly used for authentic boot [3,12].

2.5 Hardware Platforms

Secure boot requires hardware support to build the trust anchor in a target
ECU. Common trust anchors in ECUs:

– OTP: Can be programmed only once and cannot be modified after. For se-
cure boot, OTP can implement the immutable portion of code to start the
trust anchor or implement the trust anchor, itself. Depending on the software
integrity scheme, OTP either stores the reference token or the cryptographic
key for the authentication of secure boot [5]. Typical OTP examples are
Mask Programmable Read-Only Memory (maskROM), eFuses and embed-
ded Flash.
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– Hardware Security Module (HSM): Based on proposed recommendations
of the E-safety vehicle intrusion protected applications (EVITA) project, a
HSM can implement a dedicated shielded execution environment and secure
storage. Thus, a HSM may implement all components of a trust anchor and
can realize all three software integrity schemes [6,7].

– Secure Hardware Extension (SHE): Standardized by Herstellerinitiative Soft-
ware (HIS), the SHE can be either implemented by hardware, a software
state machine or emulated by a HSM in an ECU to act as trust anchor.
The standard defines CMAC based authentication as the software integrity
scheme and disabling access to cryptographic keys as the countermeasure,
in case of an authentication failure. The SHE module provides the ECU se-
cure storage to store the secret symmetric key confidential and basic tamper
protected [9].

3 Analysis of Secure Boot Implementation Weaknesses

Secure boot can only detect manipulations during the boot process itself. Vul-
nerabilities that can be exploited during runtime, such as buffer overflows are not
prohibited by secure boot [24]. Instead, secure boot can detect when an attacker,
who has compromised a system, makes the attack persistent by modifications
of system files. The risks of manipulation of an ECU boot process increases sig-
nificantly as soon as the ECU: 1.) implements external memory, 2.) has open
debug ports/ unprotected diagnoses access or 3.) the update/download process
of is not protected [8].

We have aggregated a set of weaknesses of secure boot implementations,
identified during various penetration testing activities, security evaluations and
public research of automotive ECUs. The weaknesses are divided into 4 distinct
groups, based on the specific manipulation an attacker can utilize to compromise
a seemingly protected system.

Not having proper authentication: As the field of cryptography is ever-evolving
and requires advanced mathematical understanding of sometimes abstract con-
cepts – multiple definition errors can occur in this stage that weaken the secure
boot authentication [11,8]:

– Using deprecated, proprietary or otherwise weak algorithms�[RQ 8]
– Using too short of a key size�[RQ 8]
– Using a symmetric algorithm with a single key across multiple instances of

the ECU�[RQ 10]
– Not maintaining a chain of trust throughout the validation process�[RQ 5]

Not preventing code execution: From an attacker perspective, bypassing secure
boot to achieve arbitrary code execution is the main goal and, thus, most of the
effort will be invested to reach this objective. In the process of defining a secure
boot, even if explained on a high level the need to avoid that, without explicit
definition of the prevention mechanisms, some implementation details might be
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overlooked or otherwise avoided by the implementing supplier. Most common
errors include [10,8]:

– Not explicitly preventing execution of code which failed authentication�[RQ
12].

– Allowing execution of code that is not checked, sometimes under the assump-
tion that it will be checked later. However, once code execution is achieved,
an attacker can stop the validation process�[RQ 13].

– Not re-authenticating code during advanced features such as resume from
hibernation or sleep�[RQ 3].

– Allowing code to be changed between authentication and execution, provid-
ing an opportunity for time of check, time of use (TOCTOU) attacks�[RQ
17].

– Taking into account only explicitly the boot process, and not authenticating
code that might be executed during that time to user action, interrupts or
other�[RQ 12].

Secure boot mechanism manipulation: A complex security mechanism is always
a prime target for attacker research, and secure boot is not different. With many
different parts working together, a simple modification of code or configura-
tion can render the mechanism completely useless, or worse-—turn the security
system into an attack vector. Besides effectively preventing the platform from
working as intended, vulnerabilities e.g., in the vendor’s secure boot mechanism
itself can lead to arbitrary code execution. As examples, the following parts are
the most dominant attacker tools [10,11,8,4]:

– Using unauthenticated diagnostic procedures to reset authentication keys or
disable the secure boot workflow otherwise.�[RQ 2,4,9].

– Gain runtime write-permissions to change authentication code before the
next system boot�[RQ 4,6].

– Leveraging the very first stages of the boot to try and execute foreign code
before load�[RQ 2].

– Manipulating unauthenticated configuration and calibration parameters of
the secure boot workflow�[RQ 18].

– Roll-back attack-—to revert the software image to an older version, either
vulnerable or not protected at all�[RQ 15].

Error handling abuse: One of the biggest considerations of a safety-oriented
system as a vehicle, is error handling, as passenger safety must be preserved.
However, if not taken into account from security perspective, an attacker might
use error handling features to circumvent secure boot protection. The complexity
of safety service functions and, the corresponding possibilities for exploitation by
an attacker require a proper logging or data collection to detect manipulations
�[RQ 21-22]. Example scenarios which an attacker might tries to [11,8]:

– Load an unsecured boot image in case of a load error of the original one�[RQ
16]

– Induce a statistical attack vector until a specific type of failure is achieved
(e.g. brute force, implementation attacks, glitch induction. . . )�[RQ 20].
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4 Major Challenges for Realization

Based on the analysis of secure boot implementation weaknesses in section 3,
we want to derive communicational, conceptual, architectural and vehicle chal-
lenges for requirements and their realization between OEM and suppliers. We
distinguish between conceptual and architectural challenges to indicate the dif-
ferent phases during the research and development of an ECU. The conceptual
challenges aim to outline considerations and misunderstandings when choosing
the hardware and software building blocks for secure boot and the assignment of
responsibilities for the key management. The architectural challenge targets the
design of a secure boot architecture with the provided hardware and software
context. Further, the vehicle scope challenges outline issues for secure boot real-
ization from the Tier-One perspective, when only the ECU is known, but the ve-
hicle context is missing. The argumentation in this section relies on anonymized
data for the diagrams, which were accumulated across a heterogenous set of
products requested in over 25 projects from different OEMs in an internal anal-
ysis.

4.1 Communicational Challenge

From a supplier perspective, one challenge of implementing secure boot arises
already during the communication of expectations, goals and requirements.

Terminology: During the research of this paper, a diverse set of names for protec-
tion mechanisms of the boot process to ensure software integrity and authenticity
were identified, such as ‘secure boot’ [3,6], ‘authenticated boot’ [22], ‘authentic
boot’ [20], ‘verified boot’ [17], ‘trusted boot’ [12], While all of them pursue quite
similar concepts on a high level, in their specific implementation they differ
tremendously and sometimes even have contrary meanings. This matches to our
Tier-One experience of secure/authentic boot in the automotive domain—the
terminology and meaning of the different terms for protecting the boot process
strongly depends on the OEM. Thus, in our opinion the key for successfully
protecting the boot process starts with a unified terminology of the concepts on
all involved parties.

Completeness of requirements: Besides a common terminology, another challenge
is the missing or incompleteness of requirements which are necessary to imple-
ment secure boot properly and meet the OEM expectations. We will illustrate
that on the requirement for a secure boot countermeasure, which should specify
the behavior of the ECU in case a secure boot authentication fails:

– While more than 50% of the OEMs specify to not start the application,
disable certain functionality, or cryptographic secrets, around 30% of the
OEMs do not explicitly define a countermeasure, in case the authentica-
tion fails. Although the expected behavior may already be implicitly derived
from the used wording (e.g. secure boot, authentic boot), the varying termi-
nology may lead to different understandings. In consequence, the unspecified
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behavior can lead to weaknesses in the secure boot implementation that com-
promise the security model. Therefore, secure boot countermeasures should
be specified in the requirements.

Deployment of requirements: Security requirements are often derived from a
holistic threat analysis and risk assessment. If the Tier-One designs a secure
boot concept based solely on those requirements, the Tier-One does not know
the threat model, as it is not communicated with the suppliers. In consequence,
a Tier-One can only assume the threat that led to a security requirement and
may implement countermeasures with focus on another threat. Thus, we propose
to send the security requirements for secure boot along with the risks in form of
a threat analysis and risk assessment, from which the requirements are derived.
This facilitates the Tier-One to implement the requirement in the intended way
and achieve a higher level of security and OEM satisfaction.

4.2 Conceptual Challenge

During the concept phase, the challenge is to select and utilize hardware, soft-
ware, modes and schemes for secure boot in the intended way, with respect to
the specific characteristics. An additional conceptual challenge is to clarify the
responsibility of the key management. This requires all involved parties to un-
derstand the concept of secure boot and why best practices, standards, as well as
well tested cryptographic algorithms shall be always chosen over own solutions.
We illustrate this on chosen examples for misunderstandings of secure boot:

Understanding the trust anchor concept: In about 4% of all consolidated projects
participating in the challenge analysis, the ECU does not start the trust anchor of
secure boot from a hardware protected immutable code. Instead, the ECU reset,
starts an unprotected bootloader. The bootloader provides a boot menu with the
options to either start the secure boot or boot into the diagnosis mode which
allows to readout the flash memory of the ECU. Without a hardware protected
immutable code as the first code executed after ECU reset, an attacker can
bypass the secure boot workflow�[RQ 2].

Understanding of cryptographic algorithm for security: In the past, the auto-
motive domain has been focused on safety functionality to ensure reliable and
robust systems. Having this functionality implemented in ECUs already, an ob-
served misunderstanding is to reuse safety functions, e.g. checksums and error
corrections for security functionality such as secure boot. Since such non-security
functions can be bypassed by an attacker, only well known and tested state-of-
the-art cryptographic algorithms shall be used.�[RQ 8]

Understanding of appropriate usage of cryptographic algorithm: The ECU im-
plements an encrypted external flash memory which is only decrypted within
the SoC. Since the external memory is encrypted, a common misapprehension
is that an attacker cannot manipulate its content. However, encrypting content
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does not ensure its integrity and authenticity. Examples outside the automotive
domain [8,11] show that an attacker may still be able to partially manipulate
the encrypted data and bypass a secure boot mechanism e.g., by overwriting the
encrypted destination address of an assembly jump instruction to modify the
control flow. Therefore, even on encrypted data, the integrity and authenticity
shall be checked�[RQ 14], e.g. by using algorithm that support authenticated
encryption such as [18].

Choosing of software integrity scheme for ECU hardware: Most of the OEMs
use HSMs, SHE modules or OTP memory as trust anchor for secure boot. A
conceptual challenge for secure boot is to select the proper software integrity
scheme for the ECU specific hardware. The hardware shall implement all trust
anchor components required by the selected software integrity scheme and the
secure boot architecture should utilize this hardware�[RQ 7,9].

Assigning responsibilities in key management: A secure boot concept should
always consider the handling, maintaining and distribution of security keys. Since
this topic by far exceeds the scope of this paper, we only scribe the topic. As
early as possible during the research and development phase of an ECU, the
responsibilities of which stakeholder generates and maintains the keys shall be
clarified. If a public key infrastructure, based on an asymmetric cryptography,
is leveraged, it should be clear who has access to the root private key and who
can sign which software components of the boot process. In case one stakeholder
is not able to sign the software by themselves, a standardized process should
be defined how the signatures are generated, e.g. how is the hash value of the
software transferred to the other stakeholder for generating the signature. It is
of utmost importance, that development keys are not used in production and
vice versa.

4.3 Architectural Challenge

The strength of secure boot mainly relies on the underlying hardware and, thus,
secure boot architectures are commonly designed for a specific ECU hardware
setup. The vendor’s implementation of a trust anchor on the target system and
the availability of hardware accelerators may already restrict the selection of a
proper software integrity scheme. Further, functionality requirements of boot-
loaders and software components often predefine and limit the architectural deci-
sion making for secure boot. In practice, we identified the following architectural
challenges:

Hardware limitation: The resource efficient ECU hardware can not fulfill all re-
quirements for a specific ECU or the generic requirements of an OEM. Instead
of hardware implementations on the system on Chip (SoC), software implemen-
tations are frequently used with impact on performance and security attributes.
For example if the secure storage is realized in software without underlying hard-
ware. Although the software routine accessing this storage implements an access
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control, access from other software components is not prevented and they can
access the storage�[RQ 9]. When this storage stores the reference hash digest
or the public key of a secure scheme, an attacker controlling another software
component e.g., a diagnosis function may be able to manipulate the storage con-
tent to bypass secure boot. Hence, the challenge is to select hardware that can
fulfill the requirements of the intended secure boot scheme.

Updatability of secure boot protected boot stages: While secure boot can prevent
manipulated software of being executed, secure boot can also become a challenge
to the updatability of software components, especially for early stages of the
boot process. Assuming, an ECU uses a hash based authentication scheme which
stores the hash reference token in the secure storage e.g. of a HSM. If the flashing
mode was designed to run in the application mode of the ECU, the flashing mode
is not able to update secure boot protected boot stages in-the-field. Thus, an
architectural challenge is to align secure update functionality of an ECU with
the secure boot software integrity scheme and provide the Tier-One a holistic
view on such functionality in an early stage of the development.

Transferring architectures: Transferring one secure boot architecture designed
for one specific ECU system to another ECU system with different setups. Even
if a similar SoC is chosen, secure boot architectures still need to consider the
ECU specific context of software and hardware components e.g.: does the target
have external memory or only internal, how large are the sizes of the images
to be authenticated, are there multiple boot stages distributed among multiple
processor units. Only if the ECU specific context is similar, transferring the
secure boot architecture should be considered.

4.4 Vehicle Scope Challenge

OEMs usually provide ECU specific information to the Tier-One. While this is
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The Tier-One does not know how a missing function of an ECU, prevented by
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software. This can be achieved by including meta data such as the version num-
ber into the secure boot authentication. During the authentication, the software
version number is compared against a monotonic counter, which is incremented
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for each new version e.g., an eFuse that burns one bit for every major version
and can not be unburned. The downgrade protection prevents an attacker from
enrolling an older but authenticated version of the software which may contain
known vulnerability [8]. The question is at which point in time will the mono-
tonic counter be incremented. From an ECU perspective, the counter could be
incremented after e.g., two successful boot processes of the ECU with secure boot
were executed and we can ensure that the software update succeeded. However,
if the success of a software update enrollment to an ECU is bound to the suc-
cessful enrollment of updates to other ECUs within the vehicle, the trigger to
increment the monotonic counter is outside of the scope of the ECU and can only
be clarified on the vehicle level. In this example, if not well defined, contradicting
or overlapping mechanisms might create conflicts.

The arising of over-the-air updates and new automotive architectures, the
future vehicle scope will introduce challenges and attack vectors which we don’t
know today.

5 Proposal for Reference High-Level Requirements

In this part of the paper, we suggest reference requirements for secure boot im-
plementation on automotive ECUs. In order to take security by design seriously,
we recommend to use the list of reference requirements below to align between
Tier-One and OEM. Those requirements are written to address the security as-
pect of secure boot, and are not covering non-functional requirements such as
boot-time. Instead, they are suggested practices and can be used as a base-line
for requirements negotiations throughout the development process. Some im-
plementation details are hardware dependent and not all requirements can be
supported on all hardware modules available. We assume a secure update pro-
cess is established, as requirements for secure updates would exceed the scope
of this document.

Disclaimer: Those requirements are not assumed to be complete and are to be
used under the sole discretion of the user. Where parameters are to be set on a
case-by-case based - to be determined (TBD) is used.

RQ 1. The trust anchor shall comprise a secure boot authentication code, secure
storage and a countermeasure enforcement mechanism.

RQ 2. The system shall start the secure boot workflow from a hardware protected
immutable portion of code e.g., OTP, maskROM. Either the immutable
portion of code is part of the trust anchor or the immutable portion of code
shall start the trust anchor.

RQ 3. The system shall execute secure boot compliant to the security component
for instance on each ECU startup and execute secure boot at the following
ECU event types: TBD list of events that start the ECU with secure boot
(e.g. warm reset, sleep, hibernation). The hardware protected immutable
portion of code shall be the first code executed on the ECU.
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RQ 4. Secure boot shall use the trust anchor as first element to build a chain of
trust.

RQ 5. The secure boot authentication code of each boot stage shall have a origin
in the chain of trust that leads to the same trust anchor, that was used to
start the secure boot workflow.

RQ 6. If a boot stage after the trust anchor uses an own secure boot authentication
code, the secure boot workflow shall authenticate the secure boot authenti-
cation code of this boot stages as part of the chain of trust.

RQ 7. Secure boot shall use one of the following software integrity schemes: Asym-
metric based authentication, MAC based authentication or Hash based au-
thentication.

RQ 8. Secure boot shall use key length and parameter size of the cryptographic
scheme for authentication according to industry best practices such as NIST,
BSI, or the OEM specific standard.

RQ 9. The secure storage of secure boot shall fulfill the storage requirements of the
chosen software integrity scheme defined in [RQSS 1-3].

RQ 10. If MAC based authentication is used, the secret symmetric key shall be
unique per ECU. If hash based authentication is used, secure boot authenti-
cation should include the ECU device id into the measurement to generate
a ECU specific hash integrity token.

RQ 11. If secure boot keys of a stakeholder are designed to be updatable, only a
TBD by OEM authenticated workflow shall be able to update the secure
boot keys.

RQ 12. The secure boot authentication shall authenticate all code and configuration
executed and loaded during the boot sequence in a chain of trust. Secure
boot should authenticate all executable code during the boot time including
code, which is not executed during the expected secure boot workflow.

RQ 13. Secure boot shall finalize code authentication in any bootstage including
bootloaders, system kernels, configuration files, applications, libraries and
scripts, before such code is executed.

RQ 14. If a boot image is encrypted, secure boot shall first authenticate the en-
crypted boot image and, then, decrypt the boot image.

RQ 15. If a clear concept for downgrade or rollback protection is defined on vehicle
scope, secure boot shall prohibit the execution of any older downgraded or
rollbacked version of the ECU software.

RQ 16. Secure boot shall enforce countermeasures, which must be individually de-
fined for the ECU on the vehicle scope e.g. do not execute code that failed
the authentication workflow. If the vehicle scope requires minimal function-
ality of the ECU in case secure boot authentication failed, this minimal
functionality shall not increase the attack surface.

RQ 17. When the system has loaded the executable code or configuration for au-
thentication to memory, the secure boot workflow shall mark the respective
memory pages as write-protected. This write-protection shall persist during
the authentication and until the execution of the code.

RQ 18. Secure boot authentication shall include all used secure boot parameters and
secure boot certificates.
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RQ 19. When the system has loaded the secure boot parameters and secure boot
certificates to memory, the secure boot workflow shall mark the respective
memory pages as write-protected. This write-protection shall persist until
all boot stages using these parameters and certificates in the chain of trust
have finalized the secure boot authentication.

RQ 20. If defined on vehicle scope, after TBD failed consecutive authentication at-
tempts, secure boot should fail all future authentication attempts until an
externally authenticated activity TBD by OEM is established to restore se-
cure boot functionality.

RQ 21. Secure boot should log secure boot failures in a manner retrievable by an ex-
ternal authenticated session. The log shall contain the following information:
TBD by OEM.

RQ 22. The secure boot workflow should store logs containing the failures occurred
during the secure boot workflow read and write protected outside the scope
of a designated use-case.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, one of the most dominant security mechanisms in modern vehicles
was reviewed. Although the secure boot workflow seem straight-forward at first
glance, and although first introduced in 1997 [1], multiple concepts and imple-
mentation variations exist, and the main definitions are reviewed in the first part
of this paper. The secure boot workflow, as almost any new feature added to a
system, introduces new challenges and risks to it, as explained. The discovered
secure boot weaknesses during penetration tests show that attackers can suc-
cessfully exploit those risks and bypass secure boot implementations of today’s
ECUs. The challenges of implementing secure boot on ECUs were outlined from
a Tier-One perspective. Based on real-word use-cases, the paper analyses com-
mon implementation pitfalls and provides recommendations for each use-case
that can serve as a base to increase the security of secure boot. The compiled
list of reference requirements can be used by system developers, designers and
implementers – to avoid some of the common pitfalls identified and support a
more secure automotive environment for future vehicles.

Secure boot is closely bound to secure software updates which was only
touched in this paper. Future work could analyze challenges for secure software
updates and provide recommendations for reference architectures and proper key
management throughout the development and product lifecycle of an ECU.
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